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(and to missing the start of the next session)

 Jokes with your neighbor, late night poker, and drinks at the bar 
(resurrect in this bar just before the morning session)

 Auditorium doorway cluttered with too many attendees        
(not moving one inch after exiting the keynote….)

 Almost no mic issues (!)
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Even better than the real thing!

 You had all the capacity of your Wifi to yourself
(some were even dancing with joy)

 You had your favorite coffee at each break

 You were provided with a ghost mode (yay!)

 Even better: you could instantly teleport home at any time!
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Highlights this year

 Padawan & Sensei puppet show

 New & cool RIOT use cases 

 High quality talks on virtually all facets of IoT:
       HW, SW, Network, Security... 

           => Thanks a bunch to our speakers!!! 



You can *still* hang out in 
the venue, as long as you 
want after this last session

Remaining Open! 



              Thanks for participating &  see you soon!
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